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Writing a Good Research Paper

Vincent Lepetit
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Your paper is the only thing the reviewers (and the readers) 

see of your work

They do not care about the quality of your code, the 

technical problems you encountered, …

→ your paper should be as good as possible
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a good paper

Rule #1: Be as clear as possible

• a small misunderstanding can get your paper rejected;

• you need to guide the reviewer into your work, and 

anticipate what will be difficult to understand or could lead 

to a misunderstanding;

• and don't obfuscate.

Rule #2: Convince the reader your work is worth publishing
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writing your paper

done

- title

- abstract

- introduction

- related work

- method

- experiments

- conclusion

this is not how it is going to be...
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writing your paper

add some text

get corrections from 

your advisor

realize you need 

more experiments

get feedback, take 

it into account

adding a nice 

figure to explain 

your method
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the importance of feedback

• a small misunderstanding can get your paper 
rejected;

• it is difficult to read your own paper with the 

same state-of-mind as a reviewer;

à getting the feedback of somebody who does not 
know your work is really important even if it can 

hurt. 
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• Each reader can only read your paper for the first 
time once! Use them carefully. 

• The reviewer is always right.  If they did not 

understand something, it is because you did not 
explain it clearly enough.
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paper writing as an optimization process
<latexit sha1_base64="IzdlfZP2NW0dIU3GJhTCxIsoZt4=">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</latexit>

− logPaccepted = Lclarity + Lconvincingness

it is fine if nothing 

remains of your 

draft in the final 

version, it was 
useful as an 

initialization
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saving some precious iterations
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First write short sentences, you can make the 
text sound nicer latter.

Keep the paragraphs short as well.

Use sections / subsections / paragraphs to 
structure your text.
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keep a clear structure

[https://einsteinpapers.press.princeton.edu/]

https://einsteinpapers.press.princeton.edu/
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use the active form

The passive form can be boring and ambiguous:

“the method is called..”

à “we call our method ..”

“it can be seen in Table 1..”

à “Table 1 shows that..”
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don’t be afraid of repetitions

Avoid pronouns such as “it”, “they”:

“..to reach a “high-level understanding” of the scene’s 

geometry, by simplifying it drastically.”

à “..to reach a “high-level understanding” of the scene’s 
geometry, by simplifying this geometry drastically.”

In general, do not be afraid to repeat key words to avoid 
ambiguities.
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the/a/<nothing> in English

“the COCO dataset” or simply “COCO”

NOT

“COCO dataset” or “the COCO”

“the object” refers to a specific object;

“an object” refers to any object.
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equations
An equation should be part of a sentence. The reader 
should have a decent understanding of the method by 
replacing the equation by “blah” for the first read.

Notice the punctuation (the comma after the equation):
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nice looking equations

<latexit sha1_base64="aSPlMig+7LEFnBl8P+8a5i/iREU=">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</latexit>

− logPaccepted = Lclarity + Lconvincingness

-\log P_{accepted} = \calL_{clarity} + \calL_{convincingness}

<latexit sha1_base64="7gPbPvAcoy2P75+zKPLBy/Xo1fs=">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</latexit>

− logPaccepted = Lclarity + Lconvincingness

-\log P_\text{accepted} = \calL_\text{clarity} + 
\calL_\text{convincingness}

NOT:
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default tables in LaTeX are ugly

http://www.inf.ethz.ch/personal/markusp/teaching/guides/guide-tables.pdf

Google “making nice tables latex ethz”

http://www.inf.ethz.ch/personal/markusp/teaching/guides/guide-tables.pdf
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a trick to make tables (and other stuff) fit

\begin{table}
\caption{\label{tab:auc_shapenet}{\bf title}, blah.
\centering
\scalebox{0.96}{ 
\begin{tabular}{@{}lccccccccc@{}}
...
\end{tabular}

}
\end{table}
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figures

graphs and images should be 
large enough, including the labels.
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captions

Caption should start with the name of the figure.

Then give a description: Tell the reviewer what they should look 

at in the figure.

The figure and its caption should be self-contained.

Figure 8. Precision Recall curves. Our method outperforms the others 

on all the datasets we considered, both for centerline detection and joint 

centerline and radius estimation.

name description
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referencing figures

Then, we can rely on simple non-maximum suppression to localize
the centerlines. We will show in the next section that this solution
is significantly more robust than both classification-based and
filter-based methods (see Fig. 3).

but:

Then, as shown in Figure 3, we can rely on simple non-maximum
suppression to localize the centerlines. We will show in the next
section that this solution is significantly more robust than both
classification-based and filter-based methods.

no

yes
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use clear phrases

Don’t use jargon, don’t use smart-sounding phrases:

“Don't say 'reflective acoustic wave.' Say 'echo.’” [Richard 

Feynman]
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latex code is code
it should be clear as well:
\subsection{Maximizing Surface Coverage Gain on a Binary Occupancy Map}

Here, we consider a binary occupancy map $\occfield:\IR^3 \rightarrow
\{0,1\}$ representing the volume of the target object or scene. We will relax 
our derivations to a probabilistic occupancy map when looking for the next 
best view in the next subsections. From the binary map $\occfield$, we can 
define the set $\chi$ of occupied points, \ie, the set of points $x$ 
verifying $\occfield(x) = 1$, its surface as the boundary $\partial\chi$, and 
the surface coverage $C(c)$ achieved by a camera pose $c=(c_\pos, 
c_\rot)\in\calC:=\IR^3\times SO(3)$ as the following surface integral:

%

\begin{equation}

\label{eqn:surface_coverage_definition}

C(c) = \frac{1}{|\partial\chi|_S} \int_{\partial\chi} 
\mathbb{1}_{\chi_c}(x) \cdot \absvis_c(x)\,\text{d}x \> ,

\end{equation}

%

where $|\partial \chi|_S := \int_{\partial\chi}\text{d}x$ is the area of 
surface $\partial\chi$. $\chi_c \subset \chi$ is the subset of occupied 
points contained in the field of view of camera $c$, and $\absvis_c(x)$ is 
the visibility of point $x$, \ie, $\absvis_c(x) = 
\mathbb{1}\left(\occfield\left(\{(1-\lambda) c_\pos + \lambda x \text{ such 
that } \lambda\in[0,1)\}\right)=\{0\}\right)$.
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latex code is code
you can introduce variables:

\newcommand{\calL}{\mathcal{L}}

\newcommand{\obs}{\text{obs}}

\newcommand{\reg}{\text{reg}}

to write

\calL = \calL_\obs + \calL_\reg

instead of 

\mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_\text{obs} + 

\mathcal{L}_\text{obs}
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references
[1] Ricardo Cabral and Yasutaka Furukawa. Piecewise Planar and Compact Floorplan

Reconstruction from Images. In Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern

Recognition, 2014.

[2] Yu-Wei Chao, Wongun Choi, Caroline Pantofaru, and Silvio Savarese. Layout

Estimation of Highly Cluttered Indoor Scenes Using Geometric and Semantic Cues. In

Image Analysis and Processing, 2013. 2

[3] Jiacheng Chen, Chen Liu, Jiaye Wu, and Yasutaka Furukawa. Floor-SP: Inverse

CAD for Floorplans by Sequential Room-Wise Shortest Path. In Conference on

Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, 2019.

Be consistent, it looks more professional: 

• always full first names; 

• always the same way to reference a conference (eg dont mix CVPR 

with Conference on Computer Vision..), 

etc.

For me, the name of the conference and the year are enough.
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the \cite command

Earlier methods~\cite{Oikonomidis2011Tracking, 

Kyriazis2014Scalable3T, Oikonomidis2012TrackingTA} 

for generative hand pose estimation during 

interaction used complex optimization methods to fit 

a parametric hand model to RGBD data. 

\cite{hampali2020honnotate} proposed multi-frame 

optimization to fit hand and object models to RGBD 

data from multiple RGBD cameras.

the ~ is a non-breaking space

no ~ here
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the introduction
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First impressions are very important.

After reading the introduction, the reviewer is likely 
to have already decided (maybe only 

unconsciously) if they will accept your paper or not

(if nothing is technically wrong in the method 

section and the results are convincing)
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introduction structure at CVPR/ICCV/ECCV/..

1st paragraph: Why is the problem important?

2nd paragraph: Why is the problem difficult?

3rd paragraph: What is your key idea? You can point to the teaser figure.

4th paragraph: Give the important technical details.

5th paragraph: How do you evaluate your method? What are the most 

impressive results?

6th paragraph: A summary of your contribution (possibly as a bullet list). 

7th paragraph: Maybe a short overview of the paper. 
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introduction structure at CVPR/ICCV/ECCV/..

1st paragraph: Why is the problem important?

2nd paragraph: Why is the problem difficult?

3rd paragraph: What is your key idea? You can point to the teaser figure.

4th paragraph: Give the important technical details.

5th paragraph: How do you evaluate your method? What are the most 

impressive results?

6th paragraph: A summary of your contribution (possibly as a bullet list). 

7th paragraph: Maybe a short overview of the paper. 

don’t discuss related work too 
much here.

Give the intuition of your idea, get 

the reader hooked

I often have to move aspects mentioned 

in the Method section here

you can already explain here why you did not 

evaluate on some dataset the reviewer could think of.

you can also add a paragraph after the 5th paragraph to explain 

what your method is *not* if you think the reviewer can see relations 

with unrelated previous work

in general, try to anticipate what the reviewer will need to 
understand correctly your method
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teaser

the reviewer should be able to understand the contribution of 

the paper from the teaser only
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iterating on text [example from Bill Freeman]

An important part of being clear is being concise.

Original: 

The underlying assumption of this work is that the estimate of a given 
node will only depend on nodes within a patch: this is a locality 
assumption imposed at the patch-level. This assumption can be justified 
in case of skin images since a pixel in one corner of the image is likely 
to have small effect on a different pixel far away from itself. 

Revised: 

We assume local influence--that nodes only depend on other nodes 
within a patch. This condition often holds for skin images, which have 
few long edges or structures. 
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the method section
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method section

Do NOT describe your method step by step!  

You would quickly lose your reader in technical details.

Instead:

§ Start with an overview of the section;

§ then, give a general description of the method;

§ end with the technical details.

à Always from the more general to the more detailed 
explanation
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[overview]

3.1 Learning a Regressor for Fixed Radius Structures

Let us momentarily assume that the linear structures have a known radius $r$.
Let $C$ be the set of centerline points and $\calD_C$ the corresponding
Euclidean distance transform, that is, $\calD_C(\bx)$ is the metric distance from
location $\bx$ to the closest location in $C$.

…

Second, a regressor trained to associate to a feature vector $f(\bx,I)$ the value of
$d(\bx)$ can only do so approximately. As a result, there is therefore no
guarantee that its maximum is exactly on the centerline. To increase robustness
to noise, we have therefore found it effective to train our regressor to reproduce
a distance function whose extremum is better defined. In our actual
implementation, we take it to be

…

3.2 Handling Structures of Arbitrary Radius

In the previous section, we focused on structures of known radius. In general,
however, structures of many different radii are present. To generalize our
approach to this multi-scale situation, …

More general,

simpler problem

More detailed

for example
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the overview of the method section 
can be pretty long
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notations

• Don't start the description of the method with a 
list of notations!

• Introduce the notations only when needed:
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results Section
• As for other sections, start with an overview;

• Presents experiments that will show your approach is correct;

• You need comparisons with previous methods. If you are the first 

doing something, this is great but you still need a baseline.

• Don’t just give final quantitative results, try to give insights on your 

methods with additional experiments.
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related work

Not a mere description of the state-of-the art.

Serves two purposes:

§ show you know the state-of-the-art;

§ show your method solves 

– aspects of the problem that were not solved before, or

– a new problem.
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2. Related Work

Centerline detection methods can be classified into two main categories, those

that use hand-designed filters and those that learn them from training data. We

briefly review both kinds below.

Hand-Designed Filters […]

short introduction describing 
the structure of the section

Every section should start with a 

short overview of the section.

The best is to write this section first 
and then its introduction.
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2. Related Work

Centerline detection methods can be classified into two main categories, those

that use hand-designed filters and those that learn them from training data. We

briefly review both kinds below.

Hand-Designed Filters Such filters also fall into two main categories. The first

is made of Hessian-based approaches [1, 2, 3] that combine the eigenvalues of

the Hessian to estimate the probability that a pixel or voxel lies on a centerline.

The main drawback of these approaches is that the required amount of Gaussian

blur to compute the Hessian may result in confusion between adjacent structures,

especially when they are thick.

[…]

short introduction describing 
the structure of the section

short description of a family of methods

§ For each method, explain why or when they are not as 

good as your method, but be fair

§ Be accurate, the authors are likely to be your 

reviewers!
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5. Conclusion

We have introduced an efficient regression-based approach to centerline

detection, which we showed to outperform both methods based on hand-

designed filters and classification-based approaches.

We believe our approach to be very general and applicable to other linear

structure detection tasks when training data is available. For example, given a

training set of natural images and the contours of the objects present in the

images, our framework should be able to learn to detect such contours in new

images as was done in [10]. This is a direction we will explore in future work.

if you think

§ your approach can be applied to other problems, or 

§ points to new research directions, or

§ is a milestone for a longer term direction 
mention it and explain why.

conclusion
• avoid giving a summary of your paper;

• avoid proposing future work.
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abstract

• Write it last, you will save time and energy.

• Should be concise, but still have all the points to convey the 

idea: 

– Here is a problem

• It is an interesting problem

• It is an unsolved problem

– Here is my idea

– My idea works (details, data)

– Here is how my idea compares to other people’s 

approaches
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We propose a robust and accurate method to extract the centerlines

and scale of tubular structures in 2D images and 3D volumes.

Existing techniques rely either on filters designed to respond to ideal

cylindrical structures, which lose accuracy when the linear structures

become very irregular, or on classification, which is inaccurate

because locations on centerlines and locations immediately next to

them are extremely difficult to distinguish.

We solve this problem by reformulating centerline detection in terms

of a regression problem. We first train regressors to return the

distances to the closest centerline in scale-space, and we apply them to

the input images or volumes. The centerlines and the corresponding

scale then correspond to the regressors local maxima, which can be

easily identified. We show that our method outperforms state-of-the-

art techniques for various 2D and 3D datasets.
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We propose a robust and accurate method to extract the centerlines

and scale of tubular structures in 2D images and 3D volumes.

Existing techniques rely either on filters designed to respond to ideal

cylindrical structures, which lose accuracy when the linear structures

become very irregular, or on classification, which is inaccurate

because locations on centerlines and locations immediately next to

them are extremely difficult to distinguish.

We solve this problem by reformulating centerline detection in terms

of a regression problem. We first train regressors to return the

distances to the closest centerline in scale-space, and we apply them to

the input images or volumes. The centerlines and the corresponding

scale then correspond to the regressors local maxima, which can be

easily identified. We show that our method outperforms state-of-the-

art techniques for various 2D and 3D datasets.

don't lose time with generalities 

important, yet unsolved problem

description of the contribution,

give the intuition but don't be vague

the proposed method 

outperforms the state-of-the-art

the input and the output 

should be explicitly stated
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avoiding the writer's block

• start writing without thinking too much 

about the quality of your text;

• then iterate on your text, making it clearer 

and more convincing at each iteration:

• Write the sections' overviews at the 

beginning of each section,

• Make sure you followed the points from 

the first part of this talk;

• make sure your paragraphs are short, 

• add figures, 

• etc.
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writing a paper with co-authors
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working in parallel
PhD student PhD advisor

write as much as possible:
- you can use placeholders for 

the figures, but describe [caption 
and/or text] the figures anyway.

- you can have empty tables, but 

describe them anyway based on 
the results you expect.

does their jobyou can do more experiments 
in parallel

make sure you 

followed the points 

from the first part of 

the talk and tell your 

advisor they can 

look at your text

start writing early (3 weeks 
before the deadline)
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keeping tracks of the changes and 
leaving remarks
We use commands of the form:

\newcommand{\vincent}[1]{{\color{ForestGreen} #1}}

\newcommand{\vincentrmk}[1]{{\color{ForestGreen} {\bf VL: #1}}}

to get:
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organizing Overleaf
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my LaTeX commands
you can get the file at: https://vincentlepetit.github.io/files/vincents_commands.tex

% \addeditor{vincent}{VL}{0.0, 0.5, 0.0}
%
% adds the following commands:
%
% \vincent{text}, 
% \vincentrmk{remark}, and
% \vincentrpl{newtext}{oldtext}
%
% Use \showeditstrue to show the edits, and 
%     \showeditsfalse for a clean version.
%
%
% \textvars{pose,rot}
% adds the following commands:
% \pose, which is replaced by \text{pose} and
% \rot, which is replaced by \text{rot}
%
%
% \calA for \mathcal{A}, etc.
% \bA for \textbf{A}, etc.
% \ba for \textbf{a}, etc.
% \IR for \mathds{R}, etc.

https://vincentlepetit.github.io/files/vincents_commands.tex
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conclusion

Should we start writing as soon as we have the first results?

Remember to write as much text as possible, even if you are still waiting 

for the final results (use placeholders);

Remember the advices for saving iterations.

These are not rigid rules, it takes a lifetime to learn how to write well.


